
CR Suite &CR Suite &
FairdropFairdrop
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Who are you?Who are you?
App developer?App developer?
Privacy conscious individual?Privacy conscious individual?
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What will be presented?What will be presented?
Consent Receipt SuiteConsent Receipt Suite
Fairdrop decentralized self-sovereign storageFairdrop decentralized self-sovereign storage
The idea of storing consents in one placeThe idea of storing consents in one place
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Consent Receipt SuiteConsent Receipt Suite
Open sourcedOpen sourced
React framework for easy integrationReact framework for easy integration
Modular:Modular:

Generate/view Kantara consent receiptGenerate/view Kantara consent receipt
Decentralized signing and storageDecentralized signing and storage

Demo app: merges all the modulesDemo app: merges all the modules
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Consent Receipt Suite usageConsent Receipt Suite usage
Consent Receipt Generation video :Consent Receipt Generation video :

Blockchain and Decentralised StorageBlockchain and Decentralised Storage
Related Functionalities video:Related Functionalities video:

http://bit.ly/2MHYZNRhttp://bit.ly/2MHYZNR

http://bit.ly/2Zy3vExhttp://bit.ly/2Zy3vEx
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Fairdrop / FairdriveFairdrop / Fairdrive
App running in javascriptApp running in javascript
Swarm decentralized storage in the backSwarm decentralized storage in the back
Ethereum private key to gain accessEthereum private key to gain access
Fairdrop will turn into FairdriveFairdrop will turn into Fairdrive
Fairdrive maintained by Fair Data SocietyFairdrive maintained by Fair Data Society
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Faidrop usageFaidrop usage
Faidrop example video: Faidrop example video: http://bit.ly/349JdQhhttp://bit.ly/349JdQh
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Fairdrive as a shoebox forFairdrive as a shoebox for
consentsconsents

Consent receipts as special folder in FairdriveConsent receipts as special folder in Fairdrive
Single source of truthSingle source of truth
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Wrap upWrap up
Swarm as provable single source of truthSwarm as provable single source of truth
Swarm EU GDPR resource poolSwarm EU GDPR resource pool
Call to action:Call to action:

Use CRS for consent managementUse CRS for consent management
Try out FairdropTry out Fairdrop
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ReferencesReferences
GitHub :GitHub :

Consent Receipt Suite:Consent Receipt Suite:

Faidrop:Faidrop:
https://github.datafund.io/https://github.datafund.io/

https://github.com/fairDataSociety/Fairdrophttps://github.com/fairDataSociety/Fairdrop
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ReferencesReferences
Blogs:Blogs:

About Consent Receipt Suite:About Consent Receipt Suite:

Swarm architecture: Swarm architecture: 
Fairdrop for the free world:Fairdrop for the free world:

Fair Data Society principles:Fair Data Society principles:

http://bit.ly/2kDSvDvhttp://bit.ly/2kDSvDv
http://bit.ly/2rukLvKhttp://bit.ly/2rukLvK

http://bit.ly/2PEQD8Khttp://bit.ly/2PEQD8K

http://bit.ly/2t5XPmFhttp://bit.ly/2t5XPmF
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Thank you!Thank you!

Fairdrop (latest stable): Fairdrop (latest stable): 

crt.ahlin@datafund.iocrt.ahlin@datafund.io
https://datafund.iohttps://datafund.io

https://twitter.com/datafundprojecthttps://twitter.com/datafundproject

https://fairdrop.xyz/https://fairdrop.xyz/
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